Directions Use Gale In Context: Global Issues to find answers to the following questions about Sports and Drug Use. Write your answer and the source for the information listed in the article in the spaces provided below.

1. Sports athletes are expected to be the best and because of this, athletes may turn to performance-enhancing drugs to increase energy, increase muscle mass, or decrease recovery time after an injury. Locate the Essay found in Featured Content to answer these questions. How did Jon Vaughters feel about his decision? What effort is now being enforced?

Answers:

Source:

2. Search the Viewpoints content type and locate the article about the IOC and Russia dated December 7, 2017. What organization does the acronym IOC represent? For the clean athletes of the world, the IOC is trying to ensure what?

Answers:

Source:

3. If a website has safe, credible content directly related to a topic, you will find a Website listing under the Websites section on the Topic Page. What are the names of the organization and agency that have websites that are accessible from the Sports and Drug Use Topic Page?

Answers:

Source:

4. The News content section contains many different document types in news publications reporting from around the world. In this content section, explore the variety of Subjects and locate ‘Scandals’ and find a recent article. What is the article written about? Share one interesting fact you discovered.

Answers:

Source:

5. Explore the Audio content and listen to or read the transcript for the interview with the CEO of the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency. Finish the statement from the interview with Travis Tygart where he states that “our eye has always been on what’s best ___________________________.”

Answers:

Source: Gale A Cengage Company